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ABSTRACT
Technology and infrastructure both play key roles in achieving the optimisation of
spatial data to support decision-making, in the spatial data community. Many
institutional and technical initiatives have arisen in response to the increase in
quantity and improving quality of spatial data to help users to structure the influx.
However, there are persistent challenges to integrating institutional and technical
solutions to optimise the utilisation of available spatial data. Embracing and
continuing to develop a flexible, methodological, framework for the integration of
decision-supporting technologies with infrastructure is fundamental to supporting
effective incorporation of spatial data in decision-making. This paper reviews the
nature of current developments of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) and Spatial
Decision Support Systems (SDSS) and discusses issues pertinent to the optimisation
of spatial data utilisation, access and management to support spatial decision making
environments. A research procedure is proposed to investigate the hypothesis that
increasing the functionality of SDIs to support the use of spatial data for decisionmaking can be facilitated by developing methods for the integration of SDSS. Literal
and meta-level models are developed of the data flows between SDSS, SDIs and
decision makers from data gathered via a case study methodology. The research will
provide the means for designing a methodological framework that will enable
integration of SDSS by SDIs to enhance facilitation of the capacity for spatial data
utilisation in decision-making.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

During the transition from a data poor society, especially spatial data, to one now comparatively data rich, the means
of organising, storing, accessing, managing and actually using data to which there is now access have not kept pace
(Openshaw 1998, UCGIS 2000). Technical and institutional initiatives developed to address different aspects of
spatial data sharing and management have contributed to improved spatial data utilisation. However, without
integration to meet user needs for the support of decision-making, persisting independence may impede future
opportunities for technical and institutional initiatives to optimise the utilisation of available spatial data.
Many institutional and technical initiatives have arisen in response to the overwhelming increase in quantity and
improving quality of spatial data to help users to structure the influx (Openshaw 1998, Phillips 1998, Gittings 1999).
Institutional initiatives that have contributed to the management and utilisation of spatial data have included
development of standards, industry partnerships, access protocols and policies on infrastructure. Technologies have
been developed that have aided the management and utilisation of spatial data. For instance, faster and cheaper
computing, the shifts from mainframe to desktop, the development of the Internet and many other breakthroughs
have made it easier to process and store geographic information in digital form. The development of Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) have taken users of geographical information a tremendous step forward in their ability
to analyse, map and model the spatial world.
However, there are persistent challenges to integrating institutional and technical solutions (Baptista 1999, Gittings
1999, Tosta 1999, Coleman and McLaughlin 1998) to optimise the utilisation of available spatial data. These
challenges include access, availability and discovery of the spatial data required to support decision-making; data
quality and its documentation; data standards and metadata development; as well as the social and political issues
surrounding spatial data sharing. The motivation for addressing these challenges has been the need to address the
question: “What actions are needed to facilitate sharing and utlisiation of spatial data to support decision making?”
One response has been the development of the concept of Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) to facilitate the
integration of institutional and technical initiatives toward greater use, access and exchange of spatial data within the
community of spatial data users and producers (the spatial data community).
The design and implementation of an SDI is not only a matter of technology but also one of designing institutions,
the legislative and regulatory framework and developing new types of skills (Remkes 2000). Balancing these
elements to develop SDI enables the dynamic intra- and inter-jurisdictional sharing of spatial data facilitated by SDI,
to be achieved in a number of ways. SDI functioning at a very strategic level is about the formulation of policy,
technical standards, access networks and channels of communication to facilitate spatial data sharing between
people. At tactical and operational levels the principles behind the SDI concept must translate to better data
management to achieve business and organisational objectives effectively. For spatial decision making such data
management translates to increased capacity for resource discovery, interoperability, access to data lineage, spatial
process and quality documentation. This requires that SDIs address the integration of technical and institutional
initiatives for effective data management and to support decision-making processes.
As spatial decision-making becomes quite complex, the need to solve semi-structured and unstructured problems
becomes a frequent requirement of many disciplines (El Swaify and Yakowitz 1998). Planning for and management
of natural resources, the environment, emergency services, utility maintenance and development, health facilities
and the financial sector, are examples, to name a few. Thus, creating the ability to access tools to shape and model
spatial information for particular disciplines, through the integration of technical and institutional instruments for
spatial data utilisation, becomes advantageous as well.
Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS) are an example of tools that support spatially related decision-making,
which stand to benefit from the development of SDIs. SDSS are geocomputational systems developed to access and
utilise domain (discipline-focussed) knowledge bases to support decision-making by the generation of alternative
(weighted) solution scenarios, and spatial representations of these through maps and cartographic tools. In particular
SDSS offer facilities to pool information in knowledge bases, so that benefit may be derived from sharing spatial
and contextual information among stakeholders of different disciplines through geocomputational and decisionmodelling support.

SDIs and SDSS have emerged independently with the common objective of optimising the utilisation of available
spatial data to support spatial decision-making. Whilst the roles SDSS and SDI development play in the spatial data
industry are arguably at very different scales in terms of spatial problem solving, advantage can be gained from the
development of each toward a greater ability to incorporate spatial data into decision making processes. Facilitating
the integration of institutional and technical initiatives by SDI is one approach to the achievement of this objective
and will result in SDI achieving greater functionality supporting spatial data utilisation and sharing. A wider
audience of spatial data users and producers may consequently benefit from the improved functionality of SDI,
which in turn improves the opportunity for effective use of SDSS to support decision-making.

1.1

Spatial Data Infrastructures

Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) initiatives around the world have developed in response to the need for cooperation
between users and producers of spatial data to facilitate the means of establishing an environment where spatial data
sharing and development can proceed (McLaughlin and Nichols 1992, Coleman and McLaughlin 1998, Rajabifard
et al. 1999, 2000). Discussions about the concept of SDI began in the United States in the late 1980s (Tosta 1999),
primarily in the academic community, although government agencies had begun to use the term by 1989 (National
Research Council 1993).
Researchers and various national government agencies have described the nature of SDI in definitions produced in
various contexts (McLaughlin and Nichols 1992, European Commission 1995, ANZLIC 1996, McKee 1996, GSDI
1999). Although stakeholders from different disciplines understand SDI differently, it is commonly recognised that
an SDI can include core components of policy, fundamental datasets, technical standards, access networks and
people, and adopt different design and implementation processes (Coleman and McLaughlin 1998, Phillips et al.
1999). The concept has recently been extended to represent SDI as an integrated, multi-levelled hierarchy, formed
from inter-connected SDIs at corporate, local, state/provincial, national, regional (multi-national) and global levels
(Chan and Williamson 1999, Rajabifard et al. 1999, 2000).
The principal objective for developing SDI for any political/administrative level, as highlighted by Rajabifard et al.
(1999), is to achieve better outcomes for the level through improved economic, social and environmental decision–
making. The role of SDI is to provide an environment in which all stakeholders, both users and producers, of spatial
information can cooperate with each other in a cost-efficient and cost-effective way to better achieve organisational
goals. SDIs have the potential to increase business opportunities for the geographic information industry, and
promote widespread use of the available spatial data sets, which are essential to optimise spatial technology support
for decision-making processes.

1.2

Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS)

The spatial technologies to support decision-making available today are still evolving and have been characterised in
recent years by rapid technological and scientific developments (Goodchild and Longley 1991, Cartright 1993,
Burrough and McDonnell 1998, NCGIA 2000, Power 2000). There is particularly an increasing emphasis on
modelling as a means of optimising spatial information and decision-solution scenarios (Gore 1998). The late 1990s
have seen this trend toward modelling decision scenarios generalised for a variety of tools of different levels of
expertise and useability (Savolainen 1999, Feeney et al. 2000). However, SDSS are distinguished by their ability to
represent spatial data, usually by the integration of GIS (Crossland et al. 1992, Copas 1993).
SDSS may be represented by very low-end decision-aid tools with minimal functionality, restricted datasets,
minimal complexity and at the same time minimal process transparency (Feeney et al. 2000) through to high end
expert systems employing multi-criteria analysis, agent technology and model interoperability (El Swaify and
Yakowitz 1998, Savolainen 1999). Higher end SDSS require the technical capabilities of database management,
model-based software/management, and dialogue generation software to achieve data functionality, logical data
structures, model creating capabilities, maintain existing models, interrelate models and access integrated models
(Crossland et al. 1992, Rowe and Davis 1996, Salvolainen 1999).
Broad utilisation of SDSS for complex spatial decision-making involves incorporation of appropriate spatial data
into decision-making processes: a double-sided process requiring access to spatial data, as well as access to the
supported decision process by decision makers. The first, access to spatial data, presents issues of data cataloguing
and discovery, maintenance, custodianship, access networks, exchange standards, data scales, data quality and

metadata. Many of these have been identified and are being targeted by institutional initiatives to facilitate utilisation
and sharing of spatial data through policies to increase interoperability and the ability to document data useability.
These institutional policies were once driven by the technologies developed for spatial data handling, manipulation
and management. However, the second side to supported decision-making process is now institutionally (and
socially) driven: increased awareness of methods for integrating technical and institutional initiatives by means of
SDI has created the demand for technologies to be integrated into support for complex decision-making.
As a result, many SDSS have been developed around existing datasets to ‘best address’ complex decisions about
environmental and resource management, to site two examples. Where SDSS have over the last 2 decades overcome
the technological barriers of independent development of computer analytical and visualisation capabilities, to
facilitate complex multi-criteria modelling of solution spaces, what now constrains broader use and application of
emerging models and tools are user access and skills, as well as access to, quality and completeness of spatial data to
support the decision making process. These problems suffer from the lack of integration of the institutional
initiatives supporting spatial data networks, use and exchange, with technical initiatives developed to actually
process and shape the data. Whilst SDI has raised awareness about how these may benefit spatial data utilisation the
process of achieving the optimisation of spatial data use, through technical and institutional integration, is still in its
early stages

1.3

Optimising Spatial Data Utilisation

Optimisation of spatial data utilisation requires a much greater understanding be gained of what that data represents,
its potential management, technological uses and derivations. Metadata is a central aspect of this. Metadata is the
means by which data informs about itself, is able to be stored, managed, partake in transactions, models and audit
trails etc. (Jacobi and Lind 1997, Ramroop and Pascoe 1999).
Metadata is thus a key link between integrating the technical and institutional spatial data initiatives in any SDI.
Metadata is used for data management, by applications and more recently has been used for data processes in the
development of meta-object facilities (Ramroop and Pascoe 1999). It is thus very often the link between data,
applications, users and the way the aforementioned interact with the policies and protocols of SDI. Considering SDI
influences the spatial data interactions of data users through producers, metadata is central to building the link
between a conceptual level of understanding of the data for all potential users as well as the technical means of
developing and communicating data useability.
The spatial data community participate in different levels of decision-making, from strategic, through tactical and
operational, in the management and utlisation of spatial data. The influence of SDI through decision-making
frameworks therefore varies. SDI functioning at a very strategic level influences decision-making through the
formulation of policy, technical standards, access networks and channels of communication to facilitate spatial data
sharing between people. At tactical and operational levels the principles behind the SDI concept must translate to
better data management to achieve business and organisational objectives effectively for decision makers. For
spatial decision making such data management translates to increased capacity for resource discovery,
interoperability, access to data lineage, spatial process and quality documentation.
Metadata has involvement at all of the decision-making levels through recording of custodianship, scale, data
currency, quality, licensing, enabling cataloguing and discovery, informing of data usability, enabling data
transactions, as well as facilitating data analysis, process recording and auditing. For strategic decision-making
metadata enables understanding of the management practices and procedures in place for spatial data that will
influence the formation of industry partnerships for data exchange. Metadata also influences strategic decision
making about the introduction and implementation of new data standards; influences decisions made about
procedures of operation; and enables recognition of gaps in data resources essential to achieving or strengthening
business processes. Tactical decision-making relies on metadata for the planning, utilisation, maintenance and
proceduralisation of all data-related activities from who is carrying them out, how, to what quality and standards and
for use with what applications. Operational decision-making relies on metadata about specific datasets to be
available, current, accurate and informative so that data may be processed, catalogued, and effectively used with
appropriate applications.
Metadata is thus a central part of decision-making frameworks and spatial data utilisation within the spatial data
community. Figure 1 demonstrates the crossover the influence of metadata has in enabling SDI integration of

institutional and technical initiatives to support spatial decision making toward different objectives. SDI influences
decision-making at all levels, but is particularly reliant on metadata facilitating the benefits of knowledge about
spatial data and applications to support strategic decision-making. The corollary of this is that metadata enables SDI
to facilitate strategic decision-making benefiting greater utilisation of spatial data and applications throughout the
varied decision-making levels. Particularly by increasing the contact and interface of the different levels of decisionmaking, metadata opens channels for optimising the use of spatial data. Optimising the use of spatial data occurs
through developing context for decision-making, by increasing the transparency of spatial data policies, standards
and access networks for use of data and applications. This enables SDI to functionally provide decision makers with
infrastructure by which they may access the requisite data to support decision-making.
Therefore, metadata development forms a very important part of addressing more effective incorporation of spatial
data into decision-making processes. However, metadata is an area of underdevelopment in spatial data
documentation, management, custodianship and user understanding. Tosta (1999) believes the value of metadata to
the evolving SDI concept will continue to grow and will become of increasing emphasis in data maintenance,
despite the complexity of current metadata standards, the expense of their development and implementation. In
addition, as more data are Internet-served, the requirements that these data be searchable in a variety of ways will
increase. In this way metadata is evolving to be of increasing importance to SDI supporting spatial data transactions,
business activity, spatial process management and organisation within the spatial data community (Tosta 1999).
Metadata is key to increasing the functionality of SDI by integrating technical and institutional initiatives for the
optimal use of spatial data.
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Figure 1:The Decision Making and Decision Support Frameworks for
Incorporating Spatial Data into decision-making

Metadata was introduced as a concept to help users describe and thus better cope with management of the data.
There are a variety of metadata standards developed for spatial data (for example ANZLIC, Dublin Core, CSDGM)
(Jacobi and Lind 1997, Ramroop and Pascoe 1999) and activities to develop standards for cross-disciplinary
metadata are already underway (SCHEMAS 2000). The technical limitations of these approaches to the
development and utilisation of metadata to date have been the ability to adequately describe the data being used, and
satisfy the technologies by which the data are used (Jacobi and Lind 1997). This impedes optimal use of the data and
often, optimal return from the data.

The need for research on issues like metadata development at the interface between the technological and
institutional components of SDIs has been supported by ongoing emphasis in the literature of the role of people,
specifically users, in our examinations of the purpose, benefits and operations of SDIs, including the technological
components (see for example Pinto and Onsrud 1995, Keen 1987, Rajabifard et al. 1999). User understanding,
application and management of metadata thus have a significant impact on the capacity of spatial data utilisation
facilitated by SDIs and data usability to support semi-structured decision-making and the applications of SDSS.
Establishing what flexibility in standards is required and where is essential for adopting expandable, adaptable, but
useful ‘standards’ and active frameworks for data and metadata development. This understanding is essential to
actually move closer to achieving a ‘spatial data paradigm’ (Openshaw 1991) where information exchange and
access really are facilitated by SDIs and enhance the use of SDSS for users seeking support in spatial decisionmaking.

2.0

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

Integrating SDSS use and SDI initiatives toward the provision of an optimal environment for spatial decision
5making, needs to be facilitated by a methodological framework addressing disparity between policies for spatial
data access and management and the use of SDSS. Therefore, the hypothesis the research aims to address is:
Increasing the functionality of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) to support utilisation of spatial data for decision
making can be facilitated by developing methods for the integration of Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS)
The objectives of the research, to investigate this hypothesis and develop a methodological framework for how SDIs
may be designed to enhance the capacity for utilisation of spatial data for decision making, will be to:
1

Establish the current relationships between SDIs and SDSS;

2

Develop criteria to measure how SDIs and SDSS facilitate utilisation of spatial data for decision
making, including discovery of data and understanding of data usability, metadata development;

3

Develop case studies of the roles of SDIs and SDSS supporting utilisation of spatial data by
decision making groups, against which to measure the evaluation criteria;

4

Develop conceptual models of the data flows between SDIs, SDSS and decision makers to
understand and represent differential capacity for the utlisation of spatial data for decision making;

5

Outline and evaluate methods of enhancing the capacity for utilisation of spatial data for decision
making through the integration of SDSS by SDI initiatives;

6

Develop a methodological Framework for SDIs to achieve integration of SDSS to enhance the
capacity for utilisation of spatial data for decision making.

This research aims to define ways SDI initiatives may more effectively facilitate incorporation of spatial data into
decision making. It is postulated that the effectiveness of SDI to support decision-making can be enhanced by the
integration of SDSS. User access to and management of spatial data and related information resources, and the
means to achieve these facilitated by SDIs, is an aspect of the research pivotal to understanding and effecting
integration between SDI initiatives and the use of SDSS to support decision making environments. Case studies of
areas where initiatives aiming to achieve similar objectives will be carried out to identify the contrasts and
similarities of contemporary approaches and how SDI design may adapt to evolving or as yet unengaged user needs.
The importance of SDI uptake lies in the development of functionality facilitating an interactive user environment
for spatial data access. This requires devolution of the institutional and technical components behind the SDI
concept to the social system in which it must be activated and for key bridges between the concepts and user
operation to be developed. Understanding, representation and management of the data will be a necessary practical
link in this process, engendering metadata an important aspect of any model of evolving SDIs. The latter will be
investigated through developing conceptual models of the data flows linking SDSS and SDIs and decision makers,
to evaluate the current and potential methods for managing spatial data resources to support decision-making. The

models will enable the design of a methodological framework for SDIs to effect integration of SDSS to enhance the
capacity for utilisation of spatial data for decision-making.

2.1

Methodology Review

Although the technical ability to readily share geographic information might be accessible or achievable, there are
still impediments to organisation and infrastructure facilitation incorporating many of the emerging Geographical
Information (GI) technologies. Coleman and McLaughlin (1998) found some of the most neglected information
research in the development of SDIs fell in the areas interfacing technology and infrastructure – the intersections of
policies, standards, people, data and the integration of technologies themselves. Pinto and Onsrud (1995) believe the
relationship between GI technologies, information sharing, systems satisfaction, effectiveness, efficiency and
decision making has received little attention to date. This has important implications about the way that GI
technologies and the support of SDIs are able to effectively incorporate spatial data into spatial decision making.
The research frequently points to the increasing importance of this problem (Pinto and Onsrud 1995, Coleman and
McLaughlin 1998, Gittings 1999, Tosta 1999).
However, methodologies to research problems related to the field are somewhat disparate and still support systems
and infrastructure research in varying degrees of isolation. Alternatively, focus may be taxonomies for describing
the process of data sharing, rather than designing frameworks for integrating GI technologies and complementary
infrastructure initiatives. Of particular interest to the research at hand is the variety of established methods that may
structure a methodological approach for developing a framework to integrate SDSS by SDIs. To investigate
methodological frameworks for integrating technologies and emphasising the role of the user in systems design and
data flows, the divergence in the broad area of information systems research was reviewed in preliminary literature
reviews (Gory and Scott Morton 1971, Lucas 1973, Savolainen 1994, 1999). The differences in approaches adopted
by the semi-independent fields of emerging research in database management, and the differing forms of decision
support systems was also required (Mason and Mitroff 1973, Ives et al. 1980, Nolan and Wetherbe 1980, Keen
1987, Savolainen 1999, Power 2000).

2.2

Research Design and Methodology

The framework of Savolainen (1999) has been derived from linguistic and systems theories, to employ what are, in
methodological engineering, techniques of literal and meta-model development. Modelers have argued for years
about the best approach for developing data and data flow models, until recently considering literal and meta-level
models as exclusive alternatives (Moriarty 1997). Literal models are developed around the data flows, process
information and business rules exactly as provided, essential in validating those existing within the framework of an
information system (Moriarty 1997). Meta-level models look behind the data flows, process information and
business rules in an attempt to extract any hidden patterns or gaps that may exist. Meta-level models are extremely
adaptable to an evolving organisation or information system environment, but do not depict the current processes
very well, especially in isolation (Moriarty 1997, Savolainen 1999).
Both the meta-level and literal models are essential to understanding, managing and adapting data flows, process
information and business rules, and in the case of Savolainen (1999) information systems designs, especially those
which address user access and needs. The literal serves as a guide in developing the operational systems that must
enforce the information system processes, not to mention providing an operational framework to evaluate current
systems and information processing. The meta-level model provides a framework for initiatives, such as the data
cataloguing, warehousing, metadata development, standards and policies, which provide management with an
integrated view of the organisation’s data and are able to emphasise disparate data and ineffective information flows
(Moriarty 1997). The latter in particular facilitates the opportunity to examine the intersection of SDI initiatives in
terms of standards, polices, access networks linking people and data and the link to information activities of SDSS.
Meta-level modelling is particularly important in examining the intersection of data, data flows and infrastructure in
a systems environment. This is highlighted by the partial metamodel breakdown provided by Tolvanen (2000) in
Figure 2 below. Tolvanen (2000) emphasises that metamodels address partial aspects of a method enabling the
making of methods explicit, enabling the systemisation and formalisation of method knowledge, as well as touching
on metadata and process metamodels. Breaking the flow and utilisation of data down into literal and meta-level
models therefore provides the basis for examining key elements of existing and optimal methods to enable the
building of a methodological framework.

Values and Assumptions
Developing Objectives and Decisions
Participation and Roles
Process
Notation
Conceptual Structure

Figure 2: Representing the Breakdown of a Metamodelling Approach
(an example from Tolvanen 2000).

Based on the existing research and the multidisciplinary nature of the research problem this project will adopt the
use of literal and meta-level models to evaluate methods for the integration of SDSS by SDIs. The models will be
developed from a case study methodology. Case study evaluation criteria will contribute to the development of
literal and meta-level models of the SDSS and SDI data flow systems, particularly the metadata systems. Evaluation
of the literal models will provide construction of a framework and understanding of the data management, flow and
processing of current SDI and SDSS systems. This will provide the means for meta-level modelling of these and
comparative analysis against SDI and SDSS integration in other states and overseas, for model refinement and
framework evaluation.
To build a detailed model of methods for integrating SDSS into SDIs, case studies will be carried out throughout
Australia, with reference to the variations between State SDI initiatives, the regional and Local complements, as
well as the over-arching structure of the Australian SDI. SDIs differ significantly in the utilisiation of partnership
programs, the perceived role of capacity building in users, the processes of metadata development, the integration of
decision support technologies, the development of SDI hierarchies, and their principle objectives. These are just a
few factors that shape how SDI functionality supports utilisation of spatial data for decision making.

2.3

Case Study Methodology

The degree of integration of SDI initiatives and SDSS will be investigated by means of pursuing a case study
methodology to gather data. This approach is imperative to being able to
•

achieve triangulation between multiple sources of evidence (Yin 1994, Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998),

•

carry out targeted field work focusing on the evidence deemed relevant,

•

emulate logical positivism in developing alternative models of data and metadata processing for SDIs and SDSS
(based on literal circumstances, as well as meta-level models of data flows), and

•

collecting external evidence bearing on those models in order to design and refine a framework that may
facilitate better integration between SDIs and SDSS use.

This research will require both qualitative and quantitative research approaches. These will enlist industry visits,
structured and semi-structured interviews, investigating data and systems processing, handling sample data,
evaluating standards and policies that influence data and metadata, and attending stakeholder forums and
workshops. Comparative surveys of SDI initiatives pursuing policies for technological integration in Australia and
overseas will also be conducted.

2.3.1

A Catchment Decision Making Focus

The case studies of SDI and SDSS will focus on natural resource management issues, dealt with generally through
catchment management initiatives. The rationale for the selection of a specific research theme is to enable the
establishment of a comparative framework for the case studies as well as enabling contrast to be drawn between the
difference in state approaches to integrating SDI initiatives and SDSS use.
Numerous natural resource management decision support tools have been developed aimed at catchment decisionmaking, including CMA DSS, Facilitator, NRM Tools, CHRRUPP (see Itami et al. 2000, Walker et al. 1997, 1998
as well as McAllister 2000, Rampant 2000). There are also some innovative SDI models emerging, within
catchments and/or for natural resource planning, which harness the tools of partnerships, spatial data sharing, and
capacity building to develop access networks to spatial data to support regional decision making about natural
resource, and related issues. The CRIC (Community Research Information Centre) model of Northern Queensland
(Walker et al. 1997, 1998, Bischof 2000) and SCRIPT (South Coast Resource Information Planning Team) model of
Western Australia, are two currently being road tested. The latter have been precipitated by the very dispersed
settlement of these states (e.g. in Queensland 95% of the state lives in the South East, the other 5% are dispersed
across the rest of the state). However, Queensland and Western Australia are still faced by the pressing need to be
able to promote an information-based approach to decision making about natural resource management, by users,
and facilitate models of SDI that will enable access to such information, as well as appropriate technologies to
support decision-making.
In Australia progress towards catchment planning has been made at an institutional and community level.
Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria have created formal structures for administering catchment
management, which have been augmented by different community initiatives. Queensland, inparticular, has
experienced the development of a number of community-initiated information infrastructure initiatives, which with
backing from private and public sector have resulted in the integration of decision-supporting GI technologies and
the development of SDIs. Victoria, on the other hand, has benefited from proactive government investments in
establishing State SDI that links projects from the local spatial data community through to national initiatives
affecting the state. Leadership from the Victorian Government in developing prototype decision-supporting
technologies, and industry partnerships, has generated community involvement and support by example and
experience of the initiatives. Victoria and Tasmania have also developed significant planning information tools
facilitating access to much government data via the Internet.
Integrated catchment management presumes a holistic approach to decision making and requires scientific
knowledge (able to be recast within the socio-political decision making framework), data available on natural and
social conditions, local experience and the creativity and vision of a community (Walker et al. 1997, Itami et al.
2000). In order to more effectively integrate scientific understanding into the decision making process, researchers
are increasingly required to understand the process itself (Walker et al 1997), as well as consider the multiple,
economic, social, ecological, political and technical dimensions of land management. Thus a comprehensive,
integrated approach to decision making for catchment management must help people structure these complex
problems in a framework that takes advantage of the best scientific knowledge, where it exits, and capitalises on the
knowledge and experience of local experts and the community, often via the means of decision support systems.
The role of SDI in providing an environment for the exchange of spatial data influences the availability, access and
interoperability of data that may support catchment decision making frameworks, and can thus at times be as
important as the tools available to structure the decision making. The degree of integration of SDI initiatives and
decision support systems use can implicate the effectiveness achieved between the two towards a supported decision
environment. The latter is especially true in the context of the governments’ increasing preference for negotiated and
consensual management by multiple stakeholders and decision makers for natural resource management
(exemplified by Property Management Planning, LandCare and Integrated Catchment Management programs)
(Brown 1995 in Walker et al. 1997, Walker 1997, AFFA 1999, 2000).
Victoria and Queensland are two Australian states that have made commitments to support catchment management
decision making through the development of SDSS and SDIs to optimise the research, data and analytical tools
available to enhance the decision making process. They provide a starting point for case study development, the
background and nature of which is described for each state below, to reflect the scope of the research to be sustained

3.0

SUMMARY

This research aims to investigate the accuracy of the current perception that SDI functionality can be increased to
support the utlilisation of spatial data to support decision making, especially through the integration of SDSS.
Current SDIs achieve less than their potential in supporting spatial decision making environments due to a lack of
integration of SDSS applications and the policies and networks framing the applications within SDI. In many
respects SDIs and SDSS continue to develop largely independently. Mutual benefit stands to be derived by SDIs
having the capacity to facilitate exchange of spatial data resources between stakeholders wishing to use such
resources to support complex spatial decision making with SDSS. Extending the capability of SDIs to facilitate the
understanding and application of spatial data resources by community stakeholders to support decision making
achieves opportunities for the spatial data community to realise improved spatial resource management, discovery,
access and a greater reliability on being able to derive the fitness of data to its proposed use. Moreover, it extends
the opportunity for the inclusion of new forms of data and facilitates the integration of other spatial technologies, not
to mention the better integration of existing technologies, and existing spatial data resources, into the traffic of the
spatial data community through the establishment of methodological frameworks for SDIs to integrate SDSS, and
the flow on effect this may have for other decision supporting technologies.
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